
Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Reykjavik 6” 3” 14” 5 5+ 2 2-3 L2 Outlier, Vectored

Famous ships of the class: Arrow, Lancelot, Harpoon, North Star 

Cutters have been a specialist part of the UCMF since its inception. The concept 
is simple: a fast ship near frigate tonnage designed to chase and slay already fast 
enemy scouts, outliers and support vessels. The Reykjavik is the newest of these, 

having only entered widespread service early in the Reconquest. The vessel is state 
of the art, crew-centric and one of the fastest ships in the fleet through the simple 

expedient of a bloated drive bank more suited to a cruiser.

Reykjaviks generally operate ahead of the main fleet and are often tasked with 
making the first small but crucial kills in an engagement. The class is well equipped 

to achieve this, packing a pair of fixed UF-9000-S mass drivers: short-barrelled 
versions of those found on dreadnought turrets. These weapons are powerful 

enough to worry anything, though cutter captains would do well to consider the 
fragility and specialist role of their ships before tackling larger prey.

UCM Reykjavik

Cutter 55 pts

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

UF-9000-S Twin Mass Driver 3+ 2 2 F(N) -

1.1

UCM Reykjavik  
Cutter

Length: 552m

Displacement:

3,561,000m³
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Nuuk 6” 3” 14” 5 5+ 2 2-3 L2 Outlier, Vectored

Famous ships of the class: Blizzard, Shard of Ice, Frostblade, Harpoon, Nuuk

The Nuuk is a unique support vessel based on the UCMF’s newest cutter, the 
Reykjavik; a specialist platform to begin with, it offers extreme speed at the expense 

of survivability. The UCMS Nuuk was built by Battlefleet Eden using a Reykjavik 
damaged during a combat trial. By simply refitting the power-hungry mass drivers 
for a satellite-grade EM Haywire Blaster, they created a tool that the Admiralty was 
quick to appreciate. Such was the tactical potential that many hulls intended to be 

Reykjaviks were converted to Nuuks at the construction stage. 

The Nuuk’s ability to directly damage an opponent is limited, but a concentrated, 
close-range blast from its beamer can render an enemy ship confused and unable to 

compute complex tasks, such as plotting firing solutions for all weapons.  
This is devastatingly effective at hobbling capital ships, although Nuuk captains 

must use their speed to get behind their targets before their small ship is vaporised 
by a vengeful giant.

UCM Nuuk

EM Harasser 30 pts

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

Haywire Blaster 4+ 1 0 F Close Action (Beam), Haywire

1.1

UCM Nuuk 
EM Harasser

Length: 552m

Displacement:

3,600,000m³

Haywire
If this weapon hits, the target ship can only go on Standard Orders this round.


